A film by Pan Nalin

About Kumbh Mela

Kumbh Mela is one of the most extraordinary displays of faith on Earth, a spectacular
journey drawing tens of millions of people. And it takes place once every twelve years!
One such year is 2013.
This Hindu pilgrimage is held for about one and a half months at the Triveni Sangama.
In Hindu tradition Triveni Sangama is the “confluence” of three rivers. Sangama is the
Sanskrit word for confluence. The point of confluence is a sacred place for Hindus. A
bath here is said to wash away all of one’s sins and free one from the cycle of rebirth.
Kumbh means a pitcher and Mela means fair in Hindi. It is also believed in Hindu
mythology — drops of nectar fell from the Kumbh carried by gods after the sea was
churned. The festival is billed as the “biggest gathering on Earth”. An estimated four to
five million pilgrims bathe on the most auspicious day. The total number of pilgrims
for the entire duration of the fair is considered to be between 90 to 100 million.
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Filmmaker Pan Nalin travels to Kumbh Mela, one of the world’s most
extraordinary religious events. There, he encounters remarkable men of mind
and meditation, some facing an inextricable dilemma; to embrace the world or to
renounce it. FAITH CONNECTIONS explores such diverse and deeply moving stories
as a young runaway kid, a Sadhu, a mother desperately looking for her lost son,
a yogi who is raising an abandoned baby, and an ascetic who keeps his calm by
smoking cannabis – all connected by one faith against the spectacular
display of devotion.
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Excerpts of interview with Pan Nalin
Writer / Director

Why Kumbh Mela?

of faith only burns among the poor

making a film because there are

How did you conceive the
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You make both fiction and
documentaries, is it easy to
switch?

your camera. When to switch on the
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